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DUC name could
soon be changed
By TAYLOR HARRISON
news@wkuherald.com

ARIANA MCLAUGHLIN/HERALD

WKU alumna Laura Kathleen Planck is a former contestant on season nine of Lifetime’s Project Runway. “Being certain that
what I am doing is something I feel passionate about, and you have to have your whole heart into it, because if you don’t
there are what ifs and could haves and then you won’t be happy with what you produce,” Planck said of her experiences on
the show.

FASHION
forward

WKU graduate ﬁnishes top ﬁve on Project Runway
By ZIRCONIA ALLEYNE
diversions@wkuherald.com

Laura Kathleen Planck, 26, tried out for
Lifetime’s Project Runway four times after
graduating from WKU with a bachelor’s degree in design, merchandising and textiles in
2007.
“Every time I went and tried out I made it
through the rounds of talent and judging your
clothing,” Planck said. “I feel that it always
came down to being right for a certain personality.”
For the determined St. Louis native, the
fourth time her personality was the charm and
helped earn her a top five finish on Project Runway, where designers compete against each
other in a series of challenges.
“I’ve always been blunt and I never beat
around the bush,” she said.
Newport graduate Angie Tevis said Planck’s
energetic and sassy personality made them instant best friends in college.
“We got really close as roommates, because
she was just a really loyal good friend,” Tevis
said.
The pair met when they pledged Kappa Delta their freshman year.
Tevis said her former roommate was opinionated, but also caring.
“She’d be like ‘Are you going to wear that?’

and then style me and do my hair,” Tevis said.
“I learned a lot about fashion living with her.”
Planck even got some flak and side eyes for
some of the outfits she wore.
“She had tons of supporters, but she had haters also,” Tevis said.
Cindy Jones, a consumer and family sciences instructor at WKU, noticed Planck’s passion
in a problem solving class.
Jones gave Planck and other students T-shirts,
scissors and pins to create an original garment.
Laura constructed 50 different designs and
hired a photographer to take pictures for her
portfolio.
“Laura’s one of those students who always
did a little more than she was asked,” Jones said.
While balancing cheerleading, Planck designed costumes for Spring Sing and attended
Accademia Italiana, a design school in Florence, Italy.
Planck said she couldn’t pass on the opportunity to study abroad.
“I wanted to be around people who wanted
it as much as I did,” she said.
She also interned with New York handbag
designer Jean Claude Mastroianni and landed
a position in Texas as an event coordinator/executive with Target.
SEE RUNWAY, PAGE 6

Downing University Center may undergo more than
just physical changes in the upcoming months. It may get
a name change as well.
DUC may soon be called the Downing Student Union.
Student Government Association members are currently working on this name change alongside WKU administrators. Campus Improvements Chairperson Keyana
Boka said that when this process first started, SGA was
visiting other schools in the region to get ideas on how
WKU could be improved.
Boka said SGA discovered that most buildings similar
to WKU’s university center were called “student unions.”
She said student union is a stronger term that will “embody the renovation” of DUC.
Boka also said that the term “university center” implies offices rather than what DUC is — a place for student activities.
SGA also studied design aspects of the other buildings
to see what ideas they liked best for DUC.
SGA President Billy Stephens said SGA wants to complete the name change before the renovations are done so
that the new name will carry throughout the entire process. Stephens said the goal is to get it done before the
building reopens.
“Therefore, when it reopens it will be branded the new
name on the outside of the building,” Stephens said.
Stephens said the proposed change will be directed toward students.
SEE DUC, PAGE 6

Occupy WKU
group meets
By TYLER PROCHAZKA
news@wkuherald.com

Across the United States there have “occupations” of cities and towns, originating in New York City with the “Occupy Wall Street” protests.
Inspired by these movements, Louisville sophomores
Peyton Crenshaw and Ellie Osborne decided to bring the
message to WKU.
Crenshaw and Osborne hosted the first meeting for “Occupy WKU” on Thursday night to ask students and community members what the goals and tactics of the group should
be.
“This is a leaderless movement,” Crenshaw said. “We
don’t have someone we can go to tell us what should be done.”
Catherine Carey, a professor of economics at WKU, said
she respects the rights of these groups to protests and understands their frustrations, but feels their efforts are misguided.
She said the groups have a legitimate concern about corporatism, or when businesses are able to get special favors from
the government.
SEE OCCUPY, PAGE 7

Office helps students win competitive scholarships
By JOANNA WILLIAMS
news@wkuherald.com

WKU is becoming a hotbed for students
winning nationally competitive scholarships,
and the Office of Scholar Development is a
major reason why.
Since its start in 2008, the office has had
an overwhelming amount of success helping
students win eight Barry M. Goldwater scholarships, eight Fulbright scholarships and three
Morris K. Udall scholarships among many
others.
Last year, four out of the six students who
applied for a Fulbright scholarship won — the
national average being one out of four students.
Audra Jennings, director of OSD, said the
office’s main goal is to help students with national and international scholarships that take
place beyond the classroom. They also help
students prepare applications for graduate
school and other post-college applications.
“Writing essays for scholarships is a particular type of writing,” said Melinda GrimsleySmith, coordinator of international scholarships.
“What you’re doing is writing to people and
asking them to give you money. It’s just a par-
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ticular type of writing... We’re specialists here.”
Grimsely-Smith said they’re always on the
lookout for new information on scholarships so
they can assist students.
“We work closely with these scholarships
so we know what they’re looking for,” she
said. “We have been to meetings to learn more
and have met people who are running these
competitions to see what kind of information
we can get to help WKU students win these.”
Their work has paid off.
In the past three years, WKU has had more
students win or receive an honorable mention
in the Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship than
any other college in the state. Jennings called
this scholarship “the most prestigious undergraduate science scholarship a student can
win.”
Despite all the success the office has had,
Grimsely-Smith said one of the major things
the office struggles with is the fact only a small
group of students know such an office exists
on campus.
“People just don’t know that we are here,”
she said. “We’re sort of tucked into a corner of
campus, physically. The office is new and it’s
a big university. We’re doing our best to make

@wkuherald
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Coxs Creek senior Justin Pile receives counseling advice from Dr. Audra Jennings last week
at the Office of Scholar Development. Jennings has been the director of the OSD since last
summer and works by helping students such as Pile apply for various scholarships.

sure more people know we’re here and more
people know what we do.”
The OSD is located at the top of the Hill by
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the Honors College.

SEE SCHOLAR, PAGE 6
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a
thousand
words
With some wood and a few
household items, Centerown alumnus Adam Ferguson crafted his
own renditions of the proton pack
and ghost trapper found in the
movie Ghostbusters.
Ferguson’s personal Ghostbusters collectables are a part of the
many items in his prop collection
from different cult classic movies,

Photo & Story By
ABBY O’BRYAN

but they remain among his favorite.
Since he was 3 years old, the
22-year-old Ferguson has been an
avid fan of the Ghostbusters television show and comics, and later in
life the movies.
“I’ve always found the paranormal interesting,” he said. “As
long as people are dying there will
always be ghosts.”

CRIME REPORTS
Reports

OCTOBER 18, 2011

■ Trevor Lopez, Owensboro, was arrested on Oct.
15 and charged with driving under the inﬂuence of
alcohol, reckless driving and possession of an open
container of alcohol in a motor vehicle. Lopez was
lodged in the Warren County Regional Jail and released
the same day.
■ Anthony Head, Bowling Green, was arrested at 216
Old Morgantown Road on Oct. 15 and served with two

The theme of the Ghostbusters
inspired many aspects of Ferguson’s life, including his car, which
he painted and decorated to resemble the Ghostbusters’ car in the
movies.
“I feel like people’s belongings
are an extension on their personality, so I wanted to make my car my
own, and not have it be like every-

one else’s,” Ferguson said.
Throughout the month of October, select movie theaters in the
US are showing the Ghostbusters
movie on Thursday nights. Movie
theaters in Nashville and Louisville will be showing the movie,
and Ferguson will “definitely”
be among the Ghostbusters fans
dressed up to attend.

e-warrants out of Daviess County for alcohol intoxication and possession of marijuana. Head was lodged in
the Warren County Jail and released the same day.
■ Alexander Sturm, Frankfort, was arrested on College
Heights Boulevard and charged with alcohol intoxication in a public place ﬁrst offense and lodged in the
Warren County Jail until later that day.
■ Bethany Adams, Louisville, was arrested on College
Heights Boulevard and charged with alcohol intoxication in a public place ﬁrst offense and lodged in the
Warren County Jail until later that day.

“Now that they are showing it,
everyone who wasn’t old enough
to see it at the time it first came out
in theaters has a chance to see it in
theaters now,” Ferguson said.
“It’s one of those cult classics,”
he added. “To kids, it shows there
is nothing to be afraid of. Just grab
a proton pack and look under your
bed.”

CORRECTION
Due to a Herald error, Ben Pyle’s name was misspelled
in a page 2 article about the forensics team on Friday. The
Herald regrets the error.
The College Heights Herald corrects all confirmed
errors that are brought to reporters’ or editors’ attention.
Please call 745-6011 or 745-5044 to report a correction,
or e-mail us at editor@chherald.com.
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Cherry’s granddaughter has 'thirst for knowledge'
By STEPHANI STACY
diversions@wkuherald.com

Most people on campus
can say they are familiar
with the serious-faced statue of Henry Hardin Cherry
outside Cherry Hall.
But many are unable to
say they are related to the
iconic founder of the university — except for Maggie McGowan, Cherry’s
great-great-granddaughter,
who is in her freshman year
at WKU.
“I lived here when I
was little and my grandfather would always take me
to the statue and be like,
‘That’s your great-greatgrandfather,’” McGowan
said. “And I didn’t really
understand it then, but now
I’m like, ‘Whoa.’”
The statue of Cherry is
not McGowan’s only relative on campus. Guthrie
Bell Tower is decorated
with a picture of Maggie’s
grandfather, Dan Cherry,
who was a brigadier general. Dan Cherry and his wife
Sylvia still live in Bowling
Green and said they are
thrilled that Maggie chose
to attend WKU.
“I always hoped she
would, but I tried to keep
quiet because I didn’t want

to be an undue influence on
her,” Dan Cherry said. “I
wanted her to be objective
about it. But I was delighted with her decision.”
McGowan is majoring in marketing, but is
considering switching to
psychology to satisfy an
avid interest in how the
brain functions. She said
she has joined the sorority Phi Mu and is thinking
about participating in Feel
Good, the campus organization that fights world
hunger.
McGowan is also in the
Honors College and said
she plans to travel to Harlaxton, England, next year
to spend a semester studying in a manor house.
“She has a tremendous
thirst for knowledge,” Dan
Cherry said. “She wants to
learn things, and she’s curious about things.”
McGowan was born in
Las Vegas, but grew up on
the outskirts of Memphis,
Tenn., while spending time
in Bowling Green and Savannah, Ga. She said WKU
has already become so familiar that going home for
Labor Day weekend “felt
weird.”
“I really like it,” McGowan said of the WKU

campus. “I already have so
many friends. I don’t feel
like my home in Memphis
is my home anymore.”
Sylvia Cherry, McGowan’s grandmother and
Dan’s wife, said she was
thrilled with Maggie’s decision.
“She just loves it up
there,” Sylvia Cherry said.
“She hasn’t bothered us
twice.”
McGowan met her
roommate, freshman Naomi Driessnack, at the Academic Transitions Program
they had both attended last
March.
“We were the only normal ones there, so we decided to room together,”
said Driessnack, who is
from Huntsville, Ala. “She’s
amazing at meeting new
people. She’s interested in
people and people’s interests. I know she’ll probably
be successful. She’s innovative.”
McGowan said she
was attracted to WKU by
the variety of the campus
landscape, something she
noted was missing at other
colleges.
“Most campuses are
spread out and they’re
pretty, but they’re kind of
flat,” McGowan said. “And

COOPER BURTON/HERALD

Maggie McGowan (center) is the great-great granddaughter of Henry Hardin Cherry and is
pursuing a major in marketing this semester.

WKU just has so many dimensions and different aspects to it.”
She added that her college choices had been between the University of
Mississippi and WKU. She
had chosen the latter even
though the University of
Mississippi was closer to
her hometown.
“I just liked here better.” McGowan said. “And
people here seem so much
more concerned with how

you’re doing, like all my
professors ask me how
I am every day, whereas
I’ve heard that at other college campuses, you’re just
a number and they don’t
even know who you are.”
McGowan said she
dreams of traveling, seeing the world and building
a career in law, perhaps
specializing in criminal
justice.
“I feel like WKU really
helps you push yourself and

reach goals you hadn’t even
thought of before you came
here,” McGowan said.
Dan Cherry said he
has complete faith in McGowan’s bright future.
“She has high personal
standards, she has high expectations of her friends,
and she strives to be the
best she can at everything
she does,” Cherry said.
“She’s going to leave a
good mark on the world.
I’m confident of that.”

Minter overwhelmingly re-elected as faculty Regent
By KATHERINE WADE
news@wkuherald.com

Patti Minter, associate professor of history, was overwhelmingly re-elected as faculty Regent in an online election last Thursday, receiving 57.25 percent of the 517 votes
cast.
“I’m really excited and very humbled by all this,” Minter
said. “The faculty obviously support what I’m doing, and
I’m going to keep on doing it to make sure faculty concerns
are heard and their cause is advocated.”
President Gary Ransdell said 57.25 percent was a strong
outcome.

“She will be a superb Regent,” he said. “I look forward
to working with her for the next three years.”
A total of 67 percent of eligible faculty voters participated in the election, which Ransdell said was a much higher
percentage of voters than in previous faculty Regent elections.
“That’s a great turnout,” he said. “I’m very proud of our
faculty for taking the election seriously and being actively
engaged.”
Three other candidates ran for the position: Scott Lasley,
associate professor of political science; Pam Petty, associate
professor in the school of teacher education; and Saundra
Starks, associate professor of social work.

Petty received 20.7 percent of the remaining votes, Starks
received 11.6 percent, and Lasley received 10.4 percent.
“We had four strong candidates,” Ransdell said. “They
cut across different colleges and different disciplines and I
think that’s just terrific that they made this a strong election
for our faculty Regent.”
According to the Faculty Handbook, Minter will begin a
full three-year term at Friday’s upcoming Board of Regents
meeting.
Minter said she is looking forward to representing the
faculty again at Friday morning’s meeting.
“The support I received from colleagues is tremendous
and I won’t let them down,” she said.

WKUHERALD.COM
"Congress shall make no
law ... abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press ..."
First Amendment, U.S. Constitution
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EDITORIAL

Twitter's not a monster

Athletic department should create social media policy, not ban altogether
THE ISSUE: After WKU sophomore running back Antonio Andrews’ Twitter outburst
blasting fans for their lack of support for the
Toppers, Head Coach Willie Taggart suspended him from playing against Florida Atlantic
last Saturday. Shortly after this suspension,
Head Coach Ken McDonald said he is preventing his players from using the popular social media outlet this season.

POLL

How do you feel about
restrictions concerning
athletes and Twitter?

TAYLOR
ROUSEY
Liberty
junior

OUR STANCE: Coach Taggart acted appropriately and set a precedent for the rest of the
team, saying he’s OK with tweeting as long as
it sheds positive light on their team. The Herald
believes McDonald should take some advice
from his coaching colleague and enact a policy
setting guidelines for tweeting rather than banning Twitter altogether.
Taggart said his policy is abstaining from
anything that’s going to bring a negative perspective on the football team. He also said he
doesn’t mind the athletes using Twitter, but
prefers positive tweets. If players can’t adhere
to that policy, they won't be on the football
team anymore, Taggart said.
The Herald believes WKU athletes
should be held responsible and accountable
for their actions and words tweeted, but no
one’s account should be taken away from
them. Throwing freedom of speech out the
window is like taking a couple steps backwards. But although free speech has instilled
itself into American life for centuries, sometimes speaking freely causes consequences
— especially if someone works for an organization that enacts policies against certain
speech.
McDonald doesn’t seem to see the major benefits of using Twitter accounts for
promoting a team, unlike Athletics Director
Ross Bjork and Taggart who consistently engage in tweeting positively with WKU fans
and also promote the WKU athletics department.
McDonald said, “It’s not a big deal,” and
he thinks it can become “a little bit of a distraction.”
But if the athletic department instated a

people

“I don’t think they (athletes) need to be restricted from social media, but
I think they need to realize
they’re under a microscope others aren’t.”

KACHERA
SIMPSON
Cincinnati
freshman

“I think that’s stupid because they should be able
to use Twitter or Facebook
if they want to, but I don’t
think they should use it
negatively.”
standard social media policy for all athletic
teams (such as putting Taggart’s policy in
writing), athlete tweets would ideally do
nothing but positively reinforce the improvement of WKU’s athletics program that Bjork,
Taggart and McDonald consistently work to
promote.
Is that really a distraction? Promoting
WKU’s athletics department?
Taggart said he doesn’t plan to implement
any sort of a Twitter ban. McDonald added that
originally, his rule was “no tweets after 9 p.m.”
But once it got closer to the season, McDonald

told his players to abstain from Twitter unless
it’s to promote something going on with the
team.
The Herald hopes some kind of compromise can be reached that would let basketball
players begin tweeting again. Based on basic
First Amendment rights, as well as an overall
negative community reaction to the ban, restricting speech isn't the best way to solve this
problem.

This editorial represents the majority opinion
of the Heraldʼs 10-member editorial board.

COMMENTARY

COLE BLAIR
Sandy Hook
Gatton
Academy
junior

“Athletes are people too
so they should have the
benefits of social media.”

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Rethinking what college is about Parking an 'elephant
We got this college thing all
wrong.
Go to class, eat, play some
basketball at Preston, check out
the hot girls on the elliptical
machines, eat again, drink a bit,
dance a bit and finally, sleep.
Let’s not kid ourselves and say
we’re here to get an education.
If someone offered you the
job you wanted without spending
four years doing homework and
listening to lectures, would you
take it?
No.
But think of all the friends you
would never meet, the late-night
runs to GADS you would never
have or the keg stands you would
never do.
That’s right, the body shot you
took off that hot girl in your astronomy class would never have
happened.
Scary, huh?
Lately I’ve been rethinking
this routine, though.
There has to be more to these
four – or five or six – years than
the highlights many of us share.
Chasing tail, group lunches in
Fresh and even group bible studies aren’t cutting it anymore.
I was fortunate enough to visit
Ecuador this summer through the
Kentucky Institute for International Studies and volunteer in a

local village
there called
Santa Ana.
My group
built a playground and
installed
internet-capable computers.
Can you
NICK BRATCHER
imagine
Beaver Dam
life
withsophomore
out Google,
without Twitter – without Facebook?
That was reality for the people of Santa Ana before we took
just one month of our summer to
share a fraction of our resources
with them.
Maybe Ecuador is too far for
you, though.
Plenty of students spent their
fall break reaching out right here
in the U.S.
Phi Sigma Pi went to Joplin to
help rebuild after tornadoes destroyed much of the city in May and
other students went to Rainsville,
Ala., to volunteer with Habitat for
Humanity and Hillvue Heights.
Ashton Duncan, a sophomore
from Memphis, Tenn., is a student
that spent her fall break building
houses in Rainsville after storms
swept through that city in April.

“It was a learning experience,”
she said. “I didn’t have a real
understanding of how bad the
storms were. Hearing from people on how humble and thankful
they were was eye-opening.
“They treated us like family
and we were only there two or
three days.”
Duncan said her college experience wouldn’t be the same if
she didn’t include volunteering as
part of her education.
“I feel like it’s very important
to give back no matter what,” she
said. “When an opportunity arises
and you’re not doing something
worthwhile you’ve got to think
twice. I’m healthy and able, and
I just love people.”
To clarify, I’m not saying you
should turn into a robot that does
nothing other than giving back
and burying your nose in books
with your free time.
You need to have a life — preferably a fun one full of friends
and fun weekend road trips.
But think about how you spend
your time on the Hill.
WKU is changing, trading in
its beer pong table for a table saw.
Think about joining in.

in the room' at WKU
The parking issue at WKU is an elephant in the room that
gets little attention. It seems we are always hearing about people
having to park either across campus or even off campus just to
get by.
I would like to propose a few solutions that I haven’t heard
before:
1) Offer subsidized rates for those who purchase a pass before the parking capacity, and then, as a disincentive, increase
the cost of a pass the more that are issued over capacity. For
example, if there are 4,000 housing spaces, charge $90 for the
first 4,000 permits, and from then on charge $200 for them.
2) Prohibit freshmen from bringing cars to campus. They
have to live here anyways, right?
3) Issue citations like mad until we can afford a new parking
garage.
4) Turn Tate Page Hall into a parking garage. It’s ugly.
Either way, something must be done. I prefer to work out at
Preston, and not power walk a mile from my car to class.
Keaton Brownstead
Glasgow sophomore

have an opinion?
Write a letter to the editor (250 words or less)
or a commentary (500 words and a photo). Email them to opinion@wkuherald.com.

This commentary doesn't necessarily represent the views of the
Herald or the university.
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...for goodness sake!

from the hill
@Halfpint326: the countdown
to @WKU homecoming begins!!
Ready for a Topper win at Home!!
-sent Sunday 10/16

@ToddStewartWKU: Shout out
to @CoachTaggart @WKUsoccerman @TravisHudsonWKU for 5-0
WKU weekend and Pan Am gold
medalist @clairedonahue -Break up
the Toppers! -sent Sunday 10/16
@arhayley21: I put the Tops on
the Prayer Request List at church
two weeks ago and look what happened. Youre welcome Topper
Nation.#wku -sent Saturday 10/15
@tonyroseshow: #WKU undefeated since #WKU30for30hashtag created. #justsayin -sent Saturday 10/15
@robinsonandrew: @MrChadBishop Saturday's game is biggest
game in FBS era for WKU. No question. -sent Saturday 10/15
@RossBjorkAD: Louisiana Lafayette has one of the best home
field advantages in sun belt-we
need#WKU fans to bring it- be loud
& full of spirit next week! -sent Sat-

ACROSS
1 Cow's remark
4 Lent a hand
9 Infuriate
13 Hubbubs
15 Choicest; best
16 LSD, to users
17 Sleep
18 __-pocus
19 Bookish fellow
20 In __; prepared
22 June 6, 1944
23 Lather
24 __ trip; self-fulfilling action
26 Supportive friends
29 Prepare eggs, perhaps
34 Nourishes
35 Gives off
36 Carpet
37 Sound
38 Quarrels
39 Part of a royal flush
40 Tight __; football position
41 Idaho's capital
42 Jargon
43 Collecting of information
45 Made of a lustrous fabric
46 Fond du __, WI
47 Formal combat
48 Brainstorm
51 Enveloping
56 Freeway entrance
57 Cook in an oven
58 Close at hand
60 Muhammad and Laila
61 Penetrate
62 Strong wind
63 Dry as the Gobi
64 Long & slender
65 Cushion

DOWN
1 Irate
2 Skunk's defense
3 Seep out
4 Plant-killing insects
5 Actor Jeremy
6 Yahtzee cubes
7 Australian birds
8 Crêpe suzette & crème brûlée
9 At __; haphazardly
10 Frosted, as a cake
11 Italy's dollar before the Euro
12 Singer/actor Nelson __
14 Shore
21 Member's fees
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Homecoming Day Special

$50 Blowdry, style & make-up
All day October 22
270.781.4676

THE Daily Commuter Puzzle

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Argon or xenon
Following
Africa's Sierra __
Loans
Great success
Give a traffic ticket to
Verge
Rush forward
Encourage

35
38
39
41
42
44
45
47
48
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"Beowulf" or "Paradise Lost"
Wizard
Slaying
Sheep's cry
Was dishonest
Go by, as time
Hot and humid
Gave medicine to
Tax-deferred accts.

Have
or

suggestions

49
50
52
53
54
55
59

Valley
Middle East ruler's title
Zero
Destiny
__ tide
Festive event
Maroon or scarlet

Call (270)745-2653 to
sponsor a puzzle today!
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urday 10/15

@motivated103: If wku had a black
band who played some upbeat music... I attend every football game....
But not happen at @ #wkuhomecoming lol -sent Saturday 10/15
@SameeraReza: got me a cute
dress for WKU next weekend.
whoop whoop -sent Saturday 10/15
@JTHellams: College basketball
is back. Thank goodness. #bigbluemadness #hilltopperhysteria #imlovinit -sent Saturday 10/15
@BrandonKnight12: Looking
forward to UK/ Wku game oct 25 w
@tyrussellrogers. -sent Friday 10/14

Friday's Crossword Solution

E-mail us at
editor@wkuherald.com
wkuherald.com

Android App

iPhone App

email your events to editor@wkuherald.com

Student Government Association senate meeting,
5 p.m. to 7 p.m. DUC 305
Last Lecture Series: Dr. Elizabeth Cooksey, 7 p.m.,
Mass Media Auditorium
Octubafest, 7:30 p.m., fine arts center recital hall
Gender and Women's Studies Program: Growing Stories
from India: Gender, Religion, and the Fate of Agriculture by Whitney Sanford, 4:30 p.m., Garrett Ballroom
Passport to Wellness Series: Last Call to Get on the Ball
Without Alcohol, Drugs and Adderall, 5:30 p.m., DUC 340
Softball vs. Brescia, 6 p.m., WKU Softball Complex
Clarinet/Saxophone Studio Recital, 7:30 p.m., recital hall
University Senate meeting, 3:45 p.m., Faculty House
Soccer vs. Troy, 6 p.m., WKU Soccer Complex
2011 Summit Awards, 6 p.m., Carroll Knicely
Conference Center
Gender and Women's Studies Film: Butterfly, 7 p.m.,
Cherry Hall 125

COLLEGE HEIGHTS
HERALD CLASSIFIEDS

advertising@wkuherald.com
Classified Manager: Alice Weber

HELP WANTED
Part-Time General Laborer.
Property Improvement
and Landscaping.
Flexible Hours. Will train.
270-320-4853

City of Bowling Green

Board of Regents Meeting, 9 a.m., Mass Media and
Technology Hall Martin Regents Room
Kentucky Thespian Festival, 9 a.m., various locations
Geaux Toppers! Homecoming 2011
Kentucky Thespian Festival, 9 a.m., various locations
Kentucky Bluegrass Robotics Competition, 9 a.m.,
Engineering and Biological Sciences Building
Gamers' Guild, 4:30 p.m. to 10:45 p.m., DUC 310A
Football vs. Louisiana-Lafayette, 3 p.m., Smith Stadium
Jim Wayne Miller Festival of Writing featuring Fred
Smock, 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., Garrett Auditorium
NASA's Year of the Solar System, 2 p.m., Hardin Planetarium
WKU Choirs Fall Concert, 4 p.m., Van Meter Hall
Study of Religion Lecture Series: On the Agnotology of
Narrative Islam: Religion in the Subjunctive Mode by
Dr. Tony K. Stewart, 4 p.m., Faculty House
Fall Grad Fair, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., DUC 310A
Student Government Association senate meeting,
5 p.m. to 7 p.m., DUC 305
Fall Grad Fair, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., DUC 310A
NASA's Year of the Solar System, 7 p.m., Hardin Planetarium

Referee: Enforce rules
impartially and control the
contest so that the players
are afforded a positive game
experience; display selfconfidence and a professional
attitude while officiating. Age
18+; $18.08/game; 10 to 12
hours/week primarily evenings
and occasional weekends.
Scorekeepers: Assists with the
operation of the Basketball
Leagues and Tournaments
and know how to keep score
and time; must know the rules
of High School Basketball;
age 16+; $7.55/hour; 10 to 12
hours/week primarily evenings
and occasional weekends.
Interested Applicants should obtain an
employment application from the Human
Resources Department, City Hall, 1001
College Street, Bowling Green or from our
website at www.bgky.org. The City of
Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity
Employer and a Drug-Free Workplace.

Part-Time Computer Tech.
Year round in law office.
Send resume and transcript to:
607 E 10th Avenue.
Bowling Green, KY 42102

Part-Time Positions
Parks & Recreation Department

City of Bowling Green
Athletic Staff Assistant I:
$7.55/hr; 20-25 hours/week;
evenings and weekends;
Maintains facilities including
City Parks and Soccer
Facility; duties include
grounds keeping, cleaning
restrooms/dugouts, trash
pickup. Winter
responsibilities also include
supervision of youth and adult
basketball practices and games.
Must be 18+; High School
Diploma or GED; First Aid &
CPR certified a plus.
Interested Applicants should obtain an
employment application from the Human
Resources Department, City Hall, 1001
College Street, Bowling Green or from our
website at www.bgky.org. The City of
Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity
Employer and a Drug-Free Workplace.

Have Something
For Sale or
For Rent?
Call 270-745-2653

Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading or false claims but
cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution when answering ads, especially when
asked to send money or provide credit card information. The College Heights Herald is not
responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.
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She said being on the
show gave her a stronger
sense of her aesthetic.
“I’m more confident
about my brand and who I’m
designing for,” Planck said.
Jones thought her New
York Fashion Week collection was spectacular and
well constructed. Planck’s
style is dressy and feminine,
which Jones said she could
relate to.
Tevis said the style is
young and fresh, but also
classy and multidimensional.
“She’s truly an artist,” Tevis said. “I know when she’s
creating something, she’s
envisioning how it would
look on her and appeal to
women.”
Professors and students
anticipated Project Runway each week to cheer on
Planck. Faculty updated a
display of “LK designs” on
the third floor of Academic
Complex.
Jones said although she
feels like a “proud mama,”
she can’t take any credit for
her success.
“I think it proves that
there are just as many pro
players in small schools,”
Jones said. “You can’t teach
passion — either you have it
or you don’t, and she’s found
her niche.”

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

However, Planck wasn’t
gratified in the direction of
her budding career.
“It just wasn’t for me,” she
said. “I told myself, ‘You need
to start your own label now.’”
At the age of 24, Planck
headed home to establish her
brand and build up her clientele.
She called all the fashion
editors in St. Louis and sent
them her portfolio.
Under her self-titled label, “Laura Kathleen,” she
designed custom dresses for
family friends and showcased her ready-to-wear line
at St. Louis Fashion Week.
Jones and several students attended her first runway show, which Planck
said she was both honored
and nervous.
“It’s just really exciting
to see a student that you had
be involved and passionate
in something you love, too,”
Jones said.
On Project Runway,
Planck made it to the final
five contestants and showcased her collection at New
York Fashion Week, which
she said she designed on
emotion.

SCHOLAR
CONTINUED FROM FRONT

Some of those efforts include taking a more active role
in social media, revamping its
website and starting the OSD
Ambassadors, a group of students whose job is to spread
awareness about the office.
“The ambassadors have
been attending events on campus, giving information and
we’re trying to get them into the
classrooms,” Jennings said.
By being more present on
campus, the office hopes to
eliminate possible misconceptions. Jennings said a common
mistake people make is that
the office gives scholarships to
WKU students. Also, some people believe that because the office has a close relationship with
the Honors College, they only
assist Honors students. Neither

ARIANA MCLAUGHLIN/HERALD

“Go above and beyond what your requirements are at Western. It’s a great program for an over view of design, merchandising
and textiles,” said WKU alumna Laura Kathleen Planck. “I draw my inspiration from emotion. It’s what my life is and where I
am in life,” she added about her present and future designs. “It’s my own emotional journey.” Planck ﬁnished in the top ﬁve on
Project Runway’s season nine.

Planck said she gained
the confidence and friendships she needed while at
WKU.
“Being at WKU doesn’t
mean that you can’t work
for a good label or start your
own. It’s just hard work,”

of these statements are true.
“I think some students think
we only work with students
in the Honors College, but we
work with all students from all
colleges and all majors and you
don’t have to be in the Honors
College,” she said.
La Grange senior Caitlin
Pike recently applied for the
George J. Mitchell Scholarship
with the help of OSD, a scholarship granting one-year of
graduate study in Ireland, and
is currently waiting to see if she
makes it to the first interview
stage.
Pike said she would have
never known about the application if weren’t for Jennings
reaching out to her over the
summer.
“They helped me with both
essays, along with general suggestions such as who I could get
the best recommendations from,
research and strategy,” she said.

DUC
CONTINUED FROM FRONT

“A student union represents that the building serves the students directly and will meet the
needs of the students outright,” he said.
Stephens agreed with Boka and said after
looking at other campuses, he saw that their versions of DUC are called student unions.
“I think that a university center does not justify what DUC truly is to the campus,” Stephens
said. “A student union serves as the heart of the
campus, and that’s what the proposed student
union name will represent.”
Stephens said the name change is not

“I’m just really grateful for it.”
Jennings urged freshmen
and sophomores who come into
college with hopes of winning a
competitive scholarship to come
to the office and start early because that may make all the difference later on.
“It comes down to who has
worked the hardest and who has
made their application reflect
that,” she said.
Jennings said that even if a
student doesn’t win a scholarship she believes they will still
learn valuable skills that will
serve them well in their future
scholarly pursuits.
“Win or lose I really haven’t
seen a student come away with
less than what they started,” she
said. “Most students who work
on scholarship essays become
better at writing personal statements and scholarships statements, and if you want to go to
graduate school, you need that.”

finalized yet.
Charley Pride, director of Student Activities
and Organizations, said the name change idea has
been around for a couple of months, but hasn’t
been a big deal until the last few weeks.
Pride also said he wasn’t sure if a name
change would interfere with the tradition of DUC
and that it would take a few years to see what
students would call the building. Students might
still call it DUC, or possibly The Union.
Pride said the Administrative Council would
probably have to approve this name change.
Pride said he is not positive whether Downing
Student Union will officially be the name or not.
“Whatever it is,” Pride said, “the Downing
name will be attached to it.”

P'ZONE & 20oz SOFT DRINK

®
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She hopes to become a
household brand and possibly open a store in Bowling
Green for students.
Although Project Runway helped gain her fame,
Planck doesn’t want the
show to overshadow her

WE ACCEPT BIG RED BUCKS!

brand.
“With reality shows, people get so caught up in seeing
the person,” she said. “With
Project Runway, I hope people can remember me for the
fabulous clothes and not my
face.”

Technology vs.
Horse wins RevFest’s
battle of the bands
By CHRIS RUTLEDGE
diversions@wkuherald.com

Technology vs. Horse is the winner of the RevFest 2011: Battle of the
Bands.
The annual event was sponsored on
campus by Revolution 91.7 on Saturday evening.
TVH beat out nine other bands this
year to win.
This is the second year in a row
the band has won the competition,
but Quality Assurance Director Nash
Gumm said the band received no special treatment.
Gumm, a Greensburg sophomore, said Technology vs.
Horse (TVH) had to reapply just like
the other bands.
Judge Patrick Goble, a music instructor at The Guitar Academy, said he
and the other judges were particularly
tough on TVH.
“We hated to give it to them a second
time in a row, but they deserved it, they
earned it, and the fans wanted them to
have it,” Goble said.
Goble said the three things judges
took into account were technical skill,
originality and stage presence.
“A lot of it is that you’ve got to
give the fans what they want,” he said.

PROUD
WKU

“They’ve got one of the strongest fan
bases around. They are a fantastic band
and they know how to put on a good
show.”
Matt Bitner, bassist for TVH, said
while he felt confident coming in, there
was some good competition.
“I feel really good. I’m exhilarated,”
Bitner said. “I was surprised, honestly. I
really liked Televermin’s set.”
TVH will receive a $250 prize and
will open for the headliner at Revolution’s spring event. They will also be
the Revolution Artist of the Week. Bitner said TVH used last year’s prize to
record a 5-track EP with Greyskull Recording’s Rory Willis, which the band is
preparing to release.
Goble said the decision to award
TVH first place was so tough that he
pushed for a second place prize to be
created, a gig at Tidball’s. Buffalo Rodeo won second place with Televermin
earning honorable mentions.
This is the second year RevFest has
featured a battle of the bands. Gumm
said it was previously just a music festival.
“It goes on a year-by-year basis,”
Gumm said. “It seems to be working really well, so we probably will continue
it in the future.”

WHY PAY MORE MENU
& MEAL DEALS FOR ONLY

6 TO SUPPORT $2

ONLY $
ORDER ONLINE

she said. “I wouldn’t trade
WKU for any other school.”
Planck viewed Project
Runway as an opportunity
to grow. She reached a larger
market by selling garments
on her website, laurakathleen.com

2628 Scottsville Rd.
& 1162 W. 31 Bypass
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By JOANNA WILLIAMS
news@wkuherald.com

When interim dean of Ogden College
Blaine Ferrell announced his retirement in
April, WKU moved quickly to find someone
who could not only fill his role, but also lead
Ogden College into the future.
Since Ferrell’s announcement, a search
committee has been put together and have
been filing through applications and selecting finalist to come visit campus and interview since the middle of June.
A total of 47 applications were submitted
for the position.
David Lee, dean of Potter College of Arts
and Letters and head of the search committee, said the committee spent two months
selecting finalists to visit WKU.
While at WKU, the candidates toured the

campus, met with Gordon Emslie, provost
and vice-president for Academic Affairs and
met with Ogden students.
Each candidate also participated in an
open forum where they were able to present themselves and their plans for Ogden if
chosen.
The final candidates are Lou Reinisch,
from Jacksonville State University; Tony
Skjellum from the University of AlabamaBirmingham; and Cheryl Stevens from
Xavier University of Louisiana.
Glenn Prater from the University of Louisville took part in an open forum, but withdrew from the search before the interview
process was complete.
Lee said the committee wanted candidates who they felt could handle the changes
Ogden College will soon be going through.
“We were looking at folks who had strong

careers in the fields of Ogden College,” Lee
said. “We looked for folks with administrative experience and we looked for people
who were excited to work with the things going on in Ogden.”
Some of those things include a stronger
emphasis on student and faculty research,
technology and how Ogden can impact economic development.
Now that the forums have concluded the
committee is putting together a report that
consists of the strengths and weaknesses of
each candidate, which will be presented to
Emslie, who will make the final decision on
the hire.
Emslie said the actual selection process
for the new dean moves fairly quickly and he
expects a candidate to be chosen by the end
of the month with hopes they can begin on
Jan. 1.

Emslie said once the candidate is chosen
and they accept the offer, they can come back
to the Hill to make sure WKU is a good fit
for them.
“It’s supposed to make sure the university
is a good match for them,” he said. “Because
this is a big career move.”
Erlanger senior Noah Onkst worked on
the search committee and said that he was
excited to be close to choosing a new dean.
“Our current dean is going great, and our
college is going great, but to have a new dean
is really exciting,” he said.
Onkst said that whoever is chosen for the
position will have major role in the future of
WKU.
“Obviously the dean has a lot of power,”
he said. “With the provost and the university
pushing for research this dean is going to be
an important addition in the next few years.”

SGA provides Study Away and Study Abroad scholarships
By TAYLOR HARRISON
news@wkuherald.com

The Student Government Association
is doing what they can to help students add
travel to their education.
SGA, and in particular their Academic
Affairs committee, is doing this by working
with various programs at WKU.
They are offering Study Away, Study
Abroad, and Student Teach Abroad scholarships. They also have the Scholar Development Grant.
At last Tuesday’s meeting, SGA approved a bill regarding Study Away scholarships. The bill will allocate $500 from
general senate funding to create five $100
Study Away scholarships. The bill states

that the scholarships can be used during the
January and spring semesters.
Academic Affairs Committee Head
Brittany Crowley and another senator in the
Academic Affairs Committee, Tyler Harris,
said they look at a number of things when
deciding who will receive any of the various
scholarships offered.
They look at leadership positions the applicants have held, things they’ve accomplished, their GPA, and the relevance of the
scholarship to their course of study.
Other important aspects of their decision
include the essay and recommendations that
are part of the students’ applications.
Crowley has been working on the committee since last fall while Harris has been
involved since the spring.

Crowley also said that the Student Teach
Abroad Scholarship is new. The scholarship
is for people who plan to complete a portion
of their required student teaching abroad.
Education majors are required to do student teaching, and WKU allows students to
spend a few weeks teaching in other countries to help fulfill that requirement.
“SGA and the Academic Affairs Committee thought this would be a great addition to the scholarships we already provide,” Crowley said.
The Scholar Development Grant is for
people who need funding to further their resumes. Crowley said people seek this funding for projects, to attend conventions, or
for certain supplies or materials.
So far the SGA has received about a doz-

en applications total.
“We expect many, many more though,”
Crowley said.
Crowley said that the Study Away scholarship recipients will be chosen by the
Study Away office and approved by SGA.
SGA Executive Vice President Kendrick
Bryan said that he is involved because he
works with both Academic Affairs and the
Study Away office.
“Last year, I read about Study Away in a
press release and brought the information to
the attention of the Academic Affairs committee,” Bryan said. “It was a group decision to provide scholarships.”
Bryan said SGA hopes the Study Away
Scholarship recipients will get the money
by mid-November.

WKU adjusting benchmarks
By KATHERINE WADE
news@wkuherald.com

After more than a decade
of use, WKU is looking to
update the list of benchmark
institutions.
Benchmark institutions
supply the university with
a basis for comparison and
a tool for creating goals and
calculating performance.
President Gary Ransdell
said the Council on Postsecondary Education put
the current benchmark list
in place more than a decade
ago.
At the time, the funding
model for the higher education budget in Kentucky
was based on comparative
data that the CPE had collected on what it considered
to be peer institutions.

OCCUPY

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

“Corporatism and capitalism are not the same
thing, and I don’t think the
protesters understand that,”
Carey said. “Our system
has created more economic
wealth in terms of goods
and services that people value than any other economic
system.”
Louisville senior Josh
Brown has attended some
of the nationwide protests
in Washington D.C. and in
New York City after being
inspired by a class about
America’s history of dissent.
The Occupy Wall Street
protest in New York was
“chaotic,” Brown said.
Those who attended the

3 Bedroom Home
Close to campus

According to the 2011
WKU Factbook, this list
is made up of WKU and
19 other universities in 14
states, including Ball State
University, Indiana State
University and Middle Tennessee State University.
This model was discontinued after a few years by
the CPE, but WKU continued to use the benchmarks.
“We didn’t necessarily
agree with all those benchmarks,” Ransdell said. “We
felt like they weren’t aspirational enough. They were
too much of a peer group
rather than a group we were
inspired and driven to compare with.”
Now, as the university
works on implementing a
new strategic planning process for 2012 through 2017,

Ransdell has asked the
Office of Institutional Research to identify a new list
of benchmark institutions.
“We’d like to see a new
set of benchmarks that’s
more aspirational and more
relevant to the progress
we’ve made over the past
dozen years,” Ransdell
said.
Doug McElroy, associate vice-president for Academic Enrichment and Effectiveness, said the office
has begun analysis to look
at what the benchmarks
should be going forward.
McElroy said it is important to re-evaluate an
institution over time, especially when a new strategic planning process is
underway.
“It allows you to see

where you are right now,
try to determine where you
might like to go and therefore what it would take to
get there,” he said.
McElroy said WKU
looks really good in comparison to the current
benchmarks.
Of the 20 total universities, WKU had the seventh highest undergraduate enrollment in fall 2010
and seventh highest number of full-time faculty
members, with a studentto-teacher ratio of 19 to 1.
“We come out very
competitive on most, if
not all, the variables we
looked at,” McElroy said.
The new set of benchmark institutions will be
presented in the 2012 Fact
Book.

WKU meeting had broad
views on what should be
protested by the group — a
full audit of the Federal Reserve, income tax disparities
and the Koch brothers.
According to Crenshaw,
though, the “core” focus of
the movement is to end corporate influence in politics.
Carey said that some of
the proposals offered by the
“Occupy” movement would
“inflict more economic harm
on the very people they wish
to help, including themselves.”
“Good politics filled with
good intentions does not always make good economics,” Carey said.
In order to spread the
message of the movement,
Osborne said one option is
to protest.

“[Occupy Wall Street] is
a nonviolent movement on
a scale our generation hasn’t
seen, and it really does have
the power to create change,”
she said. “I haven’t seen our
generation get riled up about
something like this.”
There have been more
than 800 cities with “Occupy” protests across the
globe, and the movement is
still growing, Crenshaw said.
Before protests at WKU,
Crenshaw said her first goal
is to get the message out.
“A lot of people I’ve
talked to don’t know what’s
going on,” she said. “Why
would they walk out if they
don’t know what we’re doing?”
Since Bowling Green is
a relatively small town, Osborne said, one of the goals

should also be to get WKU
students to join larger “Occupy” protests in the area.
“If we donate our support
to a bigger occupation it can
have a big effect,” Osborne
said.
Brown said one of the
reasons Kentucky and other
Midwest states were not
involved in the protests is
because the youth feel “apathetic” to the political process.
Brown said he hopes as
time goes on, that will begin
to change and students will
be inspired to protest as well.
The group plans to meet
again at 7 p.m. Thursday.
Details on where the group
will meet can be found on
its Facebook page, “Occupy
Western Kentucky University,” once it has been decided.

Live

in concert
in Bowling Green

Ray Price
Capital Arts Theatre
October 22, 2011 - 7:30 p.m.

“I love Ray so much. He has had more
number 1 hits than all of us put together.”
-Loretta Lynn

ONLY $122,900
704 Nutwood Ave.

This is a cute 2 BR, with bonus room upstairs that could be 3rd bedroom if
needed. It has 1 1/2 baths, large fenced in backyard, screened in patio area,
garage that could have workshop area also or two cars (only one car garage door).
Home also has a living room with ﬁreplace, built-ins and hardwood ﬂoors.

Contact: Beverly Childress
Cell: (270) 202-2093
Coldwell Banker Legacy Real Estate Group
bchildress@insightbb.com

Beverly Childress

The legendary Ray Price will perform his singular performance in
Kentucky at the Capital Arts Theatre on the square in Bowling Green.
Ray will sing his biggest hits including “For the Good Times”, “I Won’t
Mention It Again”, “Danny Boy” and “Crazy Arms”. Ray presents
classic country music as no one else can. Anyone who appreciates
country music at its best will not want to miss this singular performance.

Tickets: $59, $49 and $39 (270) 843-4435
Sponsored by:
Medicine Arts Pharmacy
Teresa’s Restaurant
Checks Etc.
Ramada Inn / The New Crossroads Bar and Grill
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Band 'Schools' creating Bowling Green connections
By CHRIS RUTLEDGE
diversions@wkuherald.com

After Cage The Elephant and friends
finished rocking South Lawn last month,
the party continued at Tidball’s. There
Cage gathered with fans to watch one of
their favorite local bands, Schools.
Schools formed in Bowling Green
in November 2010. While the members
weren’t born here, they have been here
for many years.
Schools singer-songwriter Jeremi Simon goes way back with Cage. He used
to work at a restaurant with Matt and Brad
Shultz while they were in high school.
“They’ve always been very supportive,
and we’re the same way toward them,” he
said. “It’s been great to see them supporting the Bowling Green music scene.”
Simon, who graduated from WKU in
2006, said the school is a big part of what
attracted most of the members to Bowling
Green in the first place.
“I think we’ve all had our stints with
WKU,” Simon said.
Another reason Schools calls Bowling Green home is because growing up
in neighboring cities, Bowling Green was
one of the only interesting places within

driving distance.
“It was the place to go if you didn’t
have shit to do,” Simon said.
Keyboardist Russell Brooks can think
of another reason.
“Bowling Green had a Walmart,”
Brooks said.
Simon describes Schools' sound as
garage-rock.
“We have some of the same influences,
but we all have different stuff,” he said.
“I’m a big fan of Neil Young, Lou Reed,
90s grunge, British rock from the late 60s,
punk…”
These influences can be heard in Simon’s songs, which he said come from
personal experiences and thoughts.
“It’s like a coping thing — dealing
with the stuff that’s going on around you,
and coming to terms with that,” he said.
“Some of it can be random and I really
don’t even know what it means when I
write it, like a collection of words that
came to me.”
The band is set to start recording
its first album this week and will work
with Cage producer Jay Joyce in Nashville. The band recently reached 1,000
likes on Facebook.
Schools booking agent Ryan Zumwalt

Wheelchair basketball
event planned for Thursday
By CHELA COUNTS
sports@wkuherald.com

Wheelchair basketball players will
get a chance to test their talents against
Division I athletes on Thursday.
The Intramural Recreational Sports
department and Student Disability
Services are teaming up to host this
year’s 5th Annual wheelchair basketball event at Preston Center.
Tanner Steelman, a graduate assistant in the Student Disabilities Center, said the idea is to bring together a
unique group of participants that includes men's basketball players Kahlil
McDonald and Stephon Drane.
McDonald suffered a grade two
medial collateral ligament tear and
Drane hyper-extended his knee. Both
players will be unable to practice until
early November.
Steelman said he reached out to
faculty and staff and also contacted

the football team to see if anyone
could participate.
Matt Davis, coordinator of student
disabilities services and a member
of the Nashville Wheelcats, travels
to Nashville once a week to practice
with his team.
He too will be taking on those various members of WKU’s faculty and
staff who have already agreed to participate in this unique event.
but Steelman said nothing is confirmed as of yet.
The wheelchair basketball event
will take place at 5:30 p.m. in the
Preston Center with the winning
team receiving honor and bragging
rights.
While players will get to showcase
their athletic abilities, Steelman says
that this is an event that more people
should come to.
“This isn’t something you see every day,” Steelman said.

The Departments of English
and Management Present
“Self Employment
Opportunities in Emerging
Industries”
by Lee Anne Busman

COOPER BURTON/HERALD

Drummer Daniel Marlowe and guitarist J.D. Minor rehearse with their band, Schools, for an
upcoming show.

said there will also be a secret Halloween
show Oct. 29., with details coming soon.
“Stay tuned to the band’s Facebook
page for more info,” Zumwalt said, adding
that there is a tour currently being planned.

Simon said between the opportunities
presented to the band and the famous fans,
he is optimistic about the band’s future.
“I think we’re moving in a good direction,” he said. “But only time will tell.”

STREAK

Lady Toppers have played since Oct. 1 when
they beat Florida Atlantic in Boca Raton, Fla.
They’ll be on the road for the next two weeks
before returning to Diddle on Oct. 28.
Hudson said the extended time in Bowling Green shouldn’t hurt his team’s performance when they get back on the road.
“It’s nice to have the crowd behind us and
all that, but I think our kids have been just
fine on the road and I anticipate we’ll continue to be,” he said.
WKU has been just as successful on the
road as they have been at home, compiling an 11-1 record outside of Diddle this
season.
Rogers said the crowd in Cincinnati is
always big, but she hopes the Lady Toppers
can feed off of the energy.
“They always have a big fan group, kind
of like ours here,” she said. “They’re going
to be yelling in our faces and cheering really
loud but that’s the best environment to play in
and we all love that.”

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

Hudson called the FIU match “the most
complete match” WKU has played all season, and others on the team agreed.
Rogers said that the Lady Toppers’ success over the weekend should roll over to
tonight’s match.
“Friday was the best we’ve played all
season,” she said. “We’re really bringing momentum into that Cincinnati game.”
Junior outside hitter Jordyn Skinner said
the Lady Toppers’ focus on improvement has
helped them get better offensively and defensively.
“We’re not really worrying about the other
side as much as we’re making sure our side is
doing what we need to do to win matches,”
she said. “We put it all together and played
really well this weekend.”
Tuesday's match is the first road match the

FUN

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

She said the early practices have been a
time for her and the other newcomers to get a
handle of the WKU system.
“So far, so good. It’s been a lot of learning,” Ileana Johnson said. “The seniors and
the sophomores have been a lot of help getting us through this and teaching the system.”
Ileana Johnson’s quick learning of Lady
Topper concepts showed on Friday.
Offensively, she calmly stepped up and
hit two three-pointers for the White Team in
the scrimmage while helping to hold the Red
Team just three points over the 10 minutes
of play.
Her White Team prevailed, 11-3.
“It being my first time in Diddle Arena,
I was really nervous,” Ileana Johnson said.
“But once I went out and started playing it’s
a fun atmosphere to be in.”

CHEMISTRY
CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

“We’re at a 10 right now. Our chemistry is
at an all-time high right now,” he said. “Everybody’s getting along”
But for many of the freshmen, Friday
night was a chance for them to get rid of their
nerves.
“I’m happy to be here,” Gordon said.
“I’ve been waiting for this for a long time
now. To get an opportunity like this is a blessing.”
The Toppers didn’t have much time to
relish the fun and games of Friday night’s
events
WKU held its first official practice Satur-

Lee Anne graduated Magna Cum Laude with a
bachelor’s in English from Western Kentucky
University. She created and is President of Barter
Consultants International. Barter Consultants is a
global online barter exchange service.
This event will be held in
Grise Hall Auditorium Room 235
October 19, 2011
from 5:30 p.m.- 8:00 p.m.
There will be a Question and Answer session after
the presentation and a reception to follow.

Hysteria allowed WKU fans to get their
first look at a team that had been practicing
daily since Oct. 3, as mandated by NCAA
guidelines which allow a team to begin full
practice 40 days before its first regular season
game.
The Lady Toppers open their regular season Nov. 12 at Diddle Arena when they take
on Towson.
Cowles said she’s been impressed with
her team’s upbeat atmosphere as they prepare
for the season.
“There is so much energy and lots of really positive energy, but there is also a lot of
teaching,” she said. “I am very pleased with
the senior leadership, and I like just how
much energy has been in the gym each day.”
Jasmine Johnson said some strong Lady
Topper practices have given her hope for a
successful — and fun — season.
“We’ve been pushing it,” Jasmine Johnson said. “I think this will be a good year for
all of us.”
day morning, and the mood was opposite of
what they experienced a night before.
“It’s a lot different from high school —
more physical and stuff like that,” Gordon
said. “But overall it was real good.”
The team spent much of the time working
on offensive drills and implementing offensive and defensive sets in what was its first of
two practice sessions on the day.
McDonald spoke to his team about being
tough — both physically and mentally. He
said putting a fire under his players is important on the first day of practice.
“You feel like your team could always do
a little bit better, give a little more,” he said.
“We’ve got to set a tone, and the guys have
been really good about setting a tone and
keeping it up a level each day.”

Welcome
Back Alumni!
Good Luck to all Greek
organizations with
Homecoming Week!

College Grafﬁti
1231 Center Street
Bowling Green, KY 42101
270-796-8528

Like us on Follow us
Facebook
k on Twitter
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Toppers' kicking woes continue
By BRAD STEPHENS
sports@wkuherald.com

Willie Taggart is hoping for
some divine intervention to help
his team’s kicking game.
The Toppers’ head coach has
seen the combination of senior
Casey Tinius, sophomore Monte
Merrick and freshman Jesse Roy
go just 2-for-10 on field goal attempts this season.
WKU’s 20 percent field goal
rate is the worst in the entire
Football Bowl Subdivision.
“I’m going to pray and hope
that those guys take care of
business,” Taggart said. “Everybody’s responsibility is to get
that job done, and that’s hurting
our football team.”
Merrick, who has battled injuries during his time as a Topper, got his first start of the season Saturday in WKU’s 20-0
win over Florida Atlantic.
The former Bell County High
School standout missed a 34yard field goal attempt, then left
after a missed extra point with
what was ruled at the time as a
hip flexor.
Merrick underwent X-rays
Monday.
Tinius relieved Merrick, but
missed field goal attempts of 45
and 32 yards.
Between the three missed
field goals and missed extra
point, the Toppers left 10 points
on the field in a game that remained 6-0 until two fourth-

quarter touchdowns.
“You drive down the field
as an offense and you get zero
points after a nice drive — that
can mess up your psyche,” Taggart said. “We’ve just got to get
someone that’ll take it by the
reigns.”
Taggart said Roy would get
the nod this week for WKU’s
Homecoming matchup against
Louisiana-Lafayette.
The Charlotte native, who is
1-for-1 on field goal attempts this
season, will be making his first
career Sun Belt Conference start.
Hangin' with “Uncle Mo”
WKU goes into Saturday riding its first two-game win streak
since 2007 after back-to-back
wins over Middle Tennessee
State and Florida Atlantic.
It’s the type of success that
has the Toppers spending some
quality time with “Uncle Momentum,” or “Uncle Mo,” for
short.
“You always want Uncle Mo
on your side, and when he’s on
your side good things happen,”
Taggart said. “We have it going,
we’re gaining confidence, and
more than anything, our football
team is getting better.”
The positive feelings of Topper fans seem to be a 180-degree
turn from one month ago, when
WKU was stunned with a 44-16
beating from Football Championship Subdivision opponent

AVOID

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

A Topper team that wasn’t receiving much
positive exposure after an 0-4 start may once
again have to fend off the pats on the back.
Combined with its Oct. 6 win over Middle Tennessee State, WKU is riding its first
two-game win streak since 2007.
The Topper defense shut down the Owls
Saturday, holding the FAU offense to just
121 total yards and allowing them to cross
into WKU territory just twice all game.
Two rushing touchdowns from senior running back Bobby Rainey and a touchdown

Indiana State.
“Right now, we’ve got a lot
of belief on the team,” junior
defensive tackle Kenny Martin
said. “Everybody’s feeding off of
each other’s energy, everybody’s
loving everyone — we’ve never
had it before.”
But with five Sun Belt games
on the schedule, Taggart said
he won’t be breaking out any
“2011 Sun Belt Champions”
hats after just a two-game winning streak.
“Winning can make us soft,
and we don’t want to be a soft
football team,” Taggart said.
“We love it for 24 hours, and
then we move on to the next one.
Every game’s going to count,
and it gets tougher each week.”
Checking the injury list
Taggart said sophomore fullback Kadeem Jones is “day-today” after leaving Saturday’s
game with a tweaked ankle.
Jones’ four touchdowns this
season are second on the team
only to senior running back Bobby Rainey’s six.
If Jones can’t go against
ULL, sophomore Nick Baisch
will likely get the nod at fullback.
Meanwhile Taggart said
sophomore running back Antonio Andrews will be “good
to go” after missing the MTSU
game with an ankle injury and
the FAU game with a suspension.

scramble from junior quarterback Kawaun
Jakes accounted for the Toppers’ scoring.
The dominating defensive performance
gave WKU a win in the inaugural game at
the 30,000-seat FAU Stadium and gave the
Toppers some momentum going forward.
“It’s been a long time since we’d shut
anybody out,” junior defensive tackle Kenny
Martin said. “Now we’re on a 2-0 win streak,
so we’re trying to change things around and
that gives us that extra confidence, that shutout — a little goose egg.”
The win improved WKU’s Sun Belt Conference record to 2-1 — putting the Toppers
alone in third place in league standings.
With the first-place Ragin’ Cajuns (4-0
Sun Belt Conference) coming into town

10K

9
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“It’s a very big
boost for them, especially when they
see my performance
and we are training
together,” Cheptoek
said. “It gives them
a heart to compete
knowing that, you
know, they can do
anything.”
Two of those current WKU cross
country
runners
earned top-five spots
in the 5K race of this
year’s Medical Center 10K Classic.
Redshirt sophomore Lucas Somers,
who battled and ultimately
defeated
testicular cancer last
year, finished second
while redshirt freshman Jeff Walker finished fourth in the
event.
Somers and Walker are two of several
runners who stayed
back from pre-nationals while the varsity team had already
left.
Walker said he
and the other runners decided to run
the 5K instead of the
10K just in case any
one of them were

LESLYE DAVIS/HERALD

Former WKU cross country runner Patrick Cheptoek participates in the Medical Center 10K on
Saturday morning. Cheptoek lost the race by a
tenth of a second in a photo finish.

called to run at prenationals.
“We decided to
get out and run a
race and picked the
5K to keep it light,”
Walker said.
Somers said the
race really helped
keep them fresh.
“We didn’t want
to go more than
two weeks without racing,” Somers
said. “It was a good
workout to keep us
ready in case we run

Saturday, WKU has a chance to take a
significant step toward its well-publicized
goal of winning the 2011 conference
championship.
Junior safety Kareem Peterson said the
team isn’t feeling any extra pressure just
because that goal now seems more attainable.
“A couple of weeks ago, I still felt like we
could’ve won the Sun Belt,” said Peterson,
who led the Topper defense Saturday with
eight tackles. “We expected to win games
so it’s definitely not pressure. We just know
what we’re capable of and have to execute.”
WKU will have to prepare for a muchimproved ULL team.
The same team the Toppers beat 51-24

conference in two
weeks.”
Somers said it’s
also an opportunity
to show WKU cross
country’s support of
community
events
such as the classic.
“It’s great to get
out there and get involved in the community and help out the
local races,” Somers
said. “It’s good to
show the community
that Western supports
what they’re doing.”

one season ago is 6-1 in its first season under
Head Coach Mark Hudspeth.
The Ragin’ Cajuns have won six straight
and have scored at least 30 points in every
league game.
“They’re probably the best football team
we’ve faced coming up Saturday,” Taggart
said. “They’re not 6-1 for no reason.”
With a quality opponent coming in and
the Toppers in the midst of a Sun Belt title
chase, Taggart said his team can’t afford to be
distracted this Homecoming week.
“We’ll let everyone else take care of the
other festivities for Homecoming — that’s
their job,” Taggart said. “Our job is to practice well, go to class and see to it we put out a
good performance.”

■ SPORTS BRIEF
Stout sets Sun Belt soccer shutout
record over weekend

Men, women cross country fare well in
weekend meets

With two shutouts this weekend, senior goalkeeper
Libby Stout became the Sun Belt all-time leader in shutouts.
Stout now has four straight shutouts and WKU (105-1, 5-2-1 Sun Belt Conference) is riding a six-match
unbeaten streak.
Even so, Head Coach Jason Neidell thought his team
could play better over the weekend.
“It wasn’t pretty either night,” Neidell said. “Good
teams find a way to win, and we found a way to win both
nights. Conference is about finding a way to win and we
gutted it out and found a way.”
Friday night, WKU battled a Louisiana-Monroe team
who is last in the Sun Belt standings.
Eight minutes into the game, senior forward Amanda
Buechel scored her first goal since 2008 to give the team
a 1-0 lead that they would hold onto all game.
“I give credit to ULM,” Neidell said. “Their backs
were against the wall, and they battled 90 minutes. We
were flat and were very fortunate to come away with a
W today.”
Two days later, it took WKU a bit longer to find the
back of the net. Senior forward Mallory Outerbridge reentered the game toward the end and in the 86th minute
was able to beat her defender and score the game-winning goal.
“The whole weekend we weren’t in sync and didn’t
click,” Neidell said. “The concentration wasn’t good
enough. We need to be concentrated for longer periods
of time. Mallory struggled a bit today, but she found a
way to get it done for us.”
WKU played the games without two of its sophomore
starters — midfielder Chrissy Tchoula and defender Katrina Ott. Tchoula had a blurry spot in her vision and
Ott has concussion-like symptoms. Both are day-to-day
injuries.
The Lady Toppers will be back in action at 6 p.m.
Thursday against Troy at the WKU Soccer Complex.

WKU tied for 17th in Pre-Nationals Sunday in Terre
Haute, Ind., the Toppers’ final meet before the Sun Belt Conference Championships,
Head Coach Emeritus Curtiss Long said the team was satisfied with its top half finish, though the Toppers had a few
factors working against them.
WKU had to battle rain and fatigue from a “strenuous”
workout Wednesday.
“I thought overall the team was a little bit flat, but we had
pretty good performances when you equate for the weather
and the terrain,” Long said. “I thought we were a little tired
going into the meet.
“The workout Wednesday was probably a little too strenuous for the competitive meet. I was satisfied overall, but that’s
obviously not where you want to be.”
Senior Deus Rwaheru led the Toppers with a 26th place
finish. Rwaheru ran amongst the top-ten individuals for much
of the race. Freshman Peter Okwera was just behind his teammate, placing 32nd. Long said this was Okwera’s “best race
of the year.”
Colorado won the Pre-Nationals meet.
Long said that the race gave WKU’s freshmen a chance
to experience running at the national level, and gave the team
had a chance to develop its position and practice maintaining
it throughout the race.
“We got ourselves out into excellent position, one of our
major objectives,” Long said. “In a couple of circumstances
we were not able to hold that, but in future races… we will
finish much more successfully.”
Meanwhile the Lady Toppers took fifth in the Crimson
Classic Saturday in Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Senior Marion Kandie claimed fifth place, with senior Michelle Finn following in sixth. WKU was the only school in
the 25-team field to score in the top-ten among individual finishers. Junior Vasity Chemweno’s No. 11 finish gave the Lady
Toppers three scorers across the line before any other school’s
second place finisher.
The teams will be together again Oct. 29 to host the Sun
Belt Conference Championships at Kereiakes Park.
— Austin Lanter
— Mercedes Trent

The One
YearReview
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WKU MBA
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Course
Dates:
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October 27, 2011

Time: 5:30pm
The Gordon Ford College
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WKU avoiding
Homecoming
distractions
By BRAD STEPHENS
sports@wkuherald.com

LUKE SHARRETT/HERALD

Kennedy Helm, 3, of Bowling Green waits in line for signatures from the men’s basketball team during Hilltopper Hysteria
on Friday night in Diddle Arena.

Tops tip off season
Men's chemistry at
‘all-time high’

Women's squad
having fun early

Head Coach Willie Taggart said his team
learned from last year’s Homecoming.
WKU had beaten Louisiana-Lafayette to snap
a 26-game winning streak the week before, and
was hosting a 1-6 North Texas team that had seen
its coach, Todd Dodge, fired just days before
kickoff.
But the Mean Green dominated the Toppers,
handing WKU a demoralizing 33-6 Homecoming
defeat.
This year’s Toppers head into their Homecoming matchup this Saturday with ULL after a 20-0
shutout of Florida Atlantic.
Taggart said his team will need to avoid the
typical distractions a Homecoming week brings
in order to avoid a repeat of last year’s letdown.
“We had a young football team that couldn’t
handle all the things that were going on off the
field,” he said. “I thought we let them get too involved in that and had a lot of pats on the backs…
We allowed that to happen too much.”
SEE AVOID, PAGE 9

10K ends in
photo finish
By KURT CARSON
sports@wkuherald.com

By COLE CLAYBOURN

By BRAD STEPHENS

sports@wkuherald.com

sports@wkuherald.com

There was no dunk contest or three-point contest,
and no dances from players during introductions.
Overall, this year’s Hilltopper Hysteria had a much
different look than that of year’s past.
And on the court, so did this year’s version of the
Toppers.
“You just see a different chemistry level than a year
ago at this time,” Head Coach Ken McDonald said.
“We’re building toward something. This is just the
starting point. We’ve got a lot to work on.”
McDonald said back in the spring that this year’s
team wouldn’t have one main scorer who averages 16
or 17 points per game, rather several who could average anywhere from eight, nine, or 10 points per game.
If Friday’s 10-minute, running clock scrimmage
was any indication, his inclination was spot on.
Ten different players scored before another player
scored twice and no player had more than six points
in a 19-14 win by the Red team, which featured freshman guard Derrick Gordon and sophomore forward
Kene Anyigbo.
Senior guard Caden Dickerson said the close-knit
feel of this year’s team is a big reason why Toppers
look and feel like more of a team this year.

The Lady Toppers are looking to have a little
more fun this season.
Last year WKU lost its first five games and finished with a disappointing 15-17 record, missing
out on postseason play.
Senior forward Jasmine Johnson said Head
Coach Mary Taylor Cowles has told the 2011-2012
Lady Toppers to take a more relaxed approach early
on.
“She wants us to have fun playing the game,”
Johnson said. “Last year we really didn’t have that
much fun playing, but this year we have a great
group of girls, great chemistry and I think it’s a lot
of fun playing with them.”
WKU will be looking to achieve that team
chemistry after undergoing a large roster turnover
in the offseason.
Departed from the 2010-2011 squad are key
players Arnika Brown, Hope Brown and Amy
McNear.
Among the new faces is freshman guard Ileana
Johnson, a 5-foot-6 Flagstaff, Ariz., native, who
scored a team-high six points during the Lady Toppers’ Hilltopper Hysteria scrimmage Friday night.

SEE CHEMISTRY, PAGE 8

SEE FUN, PAGE 8

Former WKU cross country runner Patrick
Cheptoek said he started celebrating a little early at
Saturday’s Medical Center 10K because he thought
the second-place runner was farther behind.
Cheptoek finished a tenth of a second behind
Reuben Mwei, who eked out a win after Cheptoek
led much of the race.
Saturday marked the second time Cheptoek has
run in the Medical Center 10K.
“This year I was much more ready to handle
any competition that comes,” Cheptoek said. “I
definitely trained for it more. It was a little disappointing, especially the fact that I was so confident
I had won the race.”
Despite not finishing first as it appeared he
would, Cheptoek still improved on last year’s results in which he finished fourth overall.
“It’s something that you expect, and it’s a lesson for an athlete,” he said. “I definitely still had
enough energy to kick, especially the last 50 meters. If I had looked back and saw him coming I
would have kicked and I think I would’ve won the
race.”
Cheptoek said he runs these types of races not
only for himself but to try and boost the confidence
of fellow athletes, including those that are current
WKU cross country runners.
His athletic eligibility ran out in the spring of
2010 but he continues to train with WKU cross
country runners.
SEE 10K, PAGE 9

VOLLEYBALL

WKU hopes to snap decade-long losing streak to Cincinnati
By LUCAS AULBACH
sports@wkuherald.com

Athletes on the WKU volleyball team
might hold a grudge against Cincinnati after losing twice to them last season.
But WKU’s struggles against the Lady
Bearcats go back much farther than 2010.
The Lady Toppers have lost to Cincinnati
every season since 1999.
“They’ve been a massive thorn in our
side for several years,” Head Coach Travis
Hudson said. “It’s really not a mental thing
as much as Cincinnati fields an excellent
volleyball team every year and this year is
no exception.”
WKU (21-2, 8-1 Sun Belt Conference)
will hit the road for a match against Cincinnati (13-8, 5-2 Big East Conference)
at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday in a rematch of their
match in last season’s NCAA tournament.
The Lady Bearcats sent the Lady Top-

pers packing last season with a 3-0 sweep
in the first round to end WKU’s season.
Junior defensive specialist Sarah Rogers said she’s hoping to finally have some
success against Cincinnati.
“My freshman year we didn’t beat
them. Last year we didn’t beat them in the
NCAA tournament, so that’s really one of
our big rival games,” she said. “It’s going
to be a lot of fun.”
WKU is fresh off of a five-match homestand and riding a four-match winning
streak.
The Lady Toppers are taking some momentum with them into the match tonight
after their matches over the weekend. They
beat Florida International, a top-tier Sun
Belt team, on Friday and topped Florida
Atlantic on Saturday to extend their winning streak to four matches.
LUKE SHARRETT/HERALD

SEE STREAK, PAGE 8

Junior outside hitter Jordyn Skinner serves during the third game of the Lady Toppers’
match against Florida International on Friday evening in Diddle Arena. WKU won 3-0.
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